Living Concussion Guidelines
Section Update Algorithm

Scenario 1: Very important article
Send relevant expert panel important information (extractions, previous recommendations, article copies, and draft recommendations, if applicable)
Complete survey for voting (expert panel selects "keep," "modify" [minor or major changes], or "delete") and feedback
Expert proposes new recommendation
≥ 80% select "keep" or "minor changes" regarding previous recommendation
Other voting combination regarding previous recommendation
≥ 80% select "keep" or "minor changes" regarding draft recommendation
≥ 80% select "delete" regarding previous recommendation
≥ 80% select "delete" regarding draft recommendation
Edit
Feedback survey for entire expert team (optional response)
Voting and feedback survey for expert panel
≥ 80% select "keep" or "minor changes"
< 80% select "keep" or "minor changes"
Edit and incorporate recommendation into guidelines
Delete recommendation

Timeline for each stage:
- 2-3 weeks
- 4-6 weeks